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With these eight experiential workshops, walk a personal spiritual path from 
40,000 year-old shamanic practice through Celtic, Nordic, Faery and Druidic ways 
to the modern Western Mysteries.  We all long for a deeper connection to our 
ancestors, spirits of place and the cosmos. Receive powerful gateway initiations into 
mysteries of the earth and otherworld.  

The Forest Spiral includes four workshops that focus on fundamental truths from the shamanic 
perspective. We work with the earth in the role of Forest Shaman with a Celtic and Nordic 
orientation. Important elements of shamanic practice are included, such as ancestor work, power 
places, the Faery connection, Rune power, elemental powers, Druidry, and natural magical methods. 

 
Each workshop can be taken independently.   

The Ancestors and Power Places. (Sept 7-8 ‘19) 
Connect with the Guardians and powers of nature and your own birth 
destiny. Become truly native in your place.  Raise earth power to energize 
body and soul. Honor your ancestors and clear ancestral blood lines.   

 The Faery and Weavers of Fate. (Nov 16-17 ‘19) 
Connect with the faery of the otherworld. Meet the weaver who initiates you 
into the mystery of the warp and weft of fate.  Work at the crossroads with 
Life, Luck, Love, and Destiny.   

Rune Power & Seith. (Feb 8-9 ‘20)   Visit the well of memory and encounter the spirit 
of the Runes in a sacred grove. Climb the high-seat and engage Seith (sei∂r  or truth telling). Harness 
the power of rune magic for divination and transformation. Ongoing Seith evenings will offer answers 
from the high seat with those trained in this workshop. 

Merlin’s Temple and the Sacred Grove. (April 25-26 ‘20) 
Work with Druidic and Celtic traditions to receive wisdom and growth.  Initiate into 
Merlin’s Temple. Engage power and vitality through the Celtic cauldron tradition and 
shape shifting. Achieve transformation in the Druid’s Grove.  

 

Special offering for Fall through Spring of 2019-2020:  

4 workshops for the price of 3. If you complete the first 3 workshops in this 
series, the fourth is free. 

Complete the entire Forest Spiral series of workshops to fully engage with the 
earth, rune and faery spirits. 

 
Reid is a co-founder of Hearth of the Dancing Drum—a community drumming and healing circle.  He has presented workshops 

on shamanism, otherworld exploration, and the Western Mysteries for more than 20 years. 

 
Contact Reid at 541-686-1610 or reidhart@gmail.com        www.reidhart.com 
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